Today we’d like to introduce you to Amy Gray, a woman whose company manages the speaking work of extraordinary
individuals like Apple Co-Founder Steve Wozniak and TOMS Founder, Blake Mycoskie.
Amy, please share your story with us. How did you get to where you are today?
I spent nearly a decade producing conferences and hiring speakers as the big ‘name draw’ for those events, often
becoming friends with many of them. I would find ideas for speakers from business books being released around my
conference dates, articles in popular magazines like Fast Company and Harvard Business Review, newspaper articles
from the New York Times, Boston Globe or Wall Street Journal and on-air commentators during various tv or radio
programs. I reached out directly and if I discovered that a prospective speaker had an agent or a manager who handled
all of their speaking invitations, I braced myself for a challenging interaction.
Most were very transactional – simply quoting prices and date availability with no interest in my event or my specific
needs and, worse, the vast majority were downright condescending and arrogant, treating my request as an annoyance
vs. a crucial chance to be the ‘face’ of their client to me, enhancing their client’s personal brand vs. a grim gatekeeper.
And the sad thing was: I had a budget to spend on speakers – I was not looking for a ‘freebie.’
After one particularly negative interaction, with an agent from one of the major talent agencies in Los Angeles – someone
who name-dropped that he also represented “TLC and Eminem and those deals were in the millions and far more
important to him vs. a peanuts speaking deal where he might make a couple thousand dollars in commission” I decided to
tell my client, now friend, about it. He was appalled and had a friend contact the agent to see if my experience was a ‘oneoff’ or indicative of how he operated in general.
Two days later, I got a call from my friend: “I fired my agent. Would you like to represent me now and, if so, can you be
on a conference call with my book agent in NYC? She wants me to speak to support my book tour and I’d love to have

you advocate on my behalf.” I told him that as long as he knew that I had no experience in representation, but
would operate with integrity and discuss matters with him prior to accepting or rejecting any offer, I would be happy to try.
That favor for a friend turned into a business that celebrated 17 years in operation last September.
It has been a path of trial and error, growth and recession, hiring and letting people go… but we have remained true to my
original intent: Provide excellent work for an elite roster of iconic change-makers. We are intentionally small and publicly
represent five incredibly powerful and deeply good individuals for whom we handle all of their global speaking invitations.
On any given day, we could be negotiating a $250,000 speaking deal in Dubai or humbly and politely declining
a $100,000 opportunity in Las Vegas that would keep our client away from his family for too many days in a row.
Has it been a smooth road?
I would bet no one answers ‘yes’ to this question… ha! Sept. 11, 2001 was my 2nd day in business and all my contracts
contained a ‘force majeure’ clause which allowed them to be canceled without penalty… I went from comfortable selfemployment to desperate, with only $10,000 in savings, a new puppy and an eviction notice.
I moved in with my brother and his wife in Woonsocket RI and my office was in an unheated basement, using a ten-pound
laptop and dial-up internet service. My connection to the web was a thirty-foot phone line that extended out the bulkhead,
through the first-floor kitchen window and into the house’s only phone jack. My then two-year-old nephew loved to unplug
the line, causing my internet connection to go down without warning, taking email drafts and crucial site updates with it.
This situation led to duct-taping the line into the jack.
My desk was a coffee table propped up on four coffee cans. Conference calls were done from the driveway in my car –
the only place that was quiet, air-conditioned and had a good cell signal. The neighborhood was rough. On any given day,
you might hear the sounds of a drunken brawl between neighbors, or the bells on the local ice-cream truck.
Thankfully, cash flow has improved since then.
Other struggles:
-Learning to set boundaries with difficult event hosts, brokers, and clients who want to push and push and push and take
and take and take.
-2008 recession hit just after I hired my first employee… I floated payroll on my credit cards until we recovered.
-2011 – Steve Jobs died and a tsunami of interest exploded in our client, and Apple co-founder, Steve Wozniak – with
only 1 employee, I knew I had to grow and FAST, to retain Steve as a client — and I was also pregnant with my first child
and moving.
-late 2015/early 2016 – the US presidential election led to a complete freeze in spending on high profile speakers — both
domestically and internationally. With 4 employees to support and a massive drop in income, I bankrolled the company
from my personal savings until the booking situation turned around in Q2 of 2016.
-I’ve had to compete with the industry stereotype of what good representation looks like, quite literally – many agents are
tall, extroverted, smooth-talking men with a charming persona in public but a cut-throat mentality when pressed. I’m a
5’3″ female introvert and writer — and I’ve learned to be strong and assertive to do the best work for my clients and
ensure our company survives and thrives.
We’ve discovered deeply unethical behavior on the part of brokers we trusted — and had creepy thugs follow me through
Cartagena after they defaulted on a business deal and I refused to return their deposit. I surprised a client by flying
with warm Marie Callendar’s pies in my suitcase so that my client could have a piece of “home” while traveling over
Thanksgiving. My husband traveled to Lagos with a client because we were concerned about his safety… and they were
met at the decrepit airport by pickup trucks full of men in plainclothes carrying AK47’s. We have had a client run up a bill
of $800 from the minibar. That client was unaware that the stocked items would be billed to the host and emptied the
minibar, nightly, into his luggage. He was horrified and apologetic when asked about the bill.
So let’s switch gears a bit and go into the New Leaf Speaker Management story. Tell us more about the business.
New Leaf is a boutique speaker management company for iconic change-makers. We invite them to step into their
greatness and find their voice. We are the custom option for those who don’t want to join a traditional speakers bureau
and who don’t want to manage the process in-house. We understand the overwhelming pressures placed on them, from
all directions, and know they receive a blizzard of speaking invitations whether they want them or not. We turn those

invitations into meaningful opportunities to leverage our client’s personal platform for the greater good. For more than 17
years, we’ve been working side-by-side with people like Apple Co-Founder, Steve Wozniak and TOMS Founder, Blake
Mycoskie, thoughtfully filtering all inquiries and providing them with a means to elevate their status from merely hypersuccessful to icon status…..via selected speaking appearances.
Our sweet spot lies in guiding those at the intersection of incredibly powerful AND deeply good. By powerful I mean
people who are highly sought after for their knowledge, power, name recognition, and influence. By ‘deeply good,’ I mean
those whose ultimate motivation is to be a positive influence in the world. Our clients look at speaking as one of the most
meaningful ways they can pay their success forward. It is pretty awesome work and we feel honored and excited to do it
with such extraordinary people. Rounding out our current roster are three incredible women: Rockstar (and
Massachusetts native) Amanda Palmer, actor / Paralympic athlete / model Aimee Mullins and multi-bestselling author,
Martha Beck.
New Leaf is a virtual company with two major offices – one in Marblehead MA and another in Burlington, VT. Those
locations tell you a lot about the type of people we are: No flash, 100% substance. Hard-working. Honest. Salt-of-the
earth. We are equally comfortable around a campfire or in a corporate boardroom. From that humbly confident
perspective, we manage all speaking invitations for our clients — whether they come directly via the event host
or from our extensive network of bureaus and agencies. Each one is responded to and expertly negotiated. We learn
about what our client values and screen all opportunities through that lens. We present all offers to our clients, with our
recommendation, to allow them to make the final decision on acceptance or decline. If they accept, we move the entire
process forward through contracting, logistics and payment. If they decline, we do so in a gracious manner that preserves
the dignity of the party extending the invitation and leaves a good feeling in their mind about us and our client.
Because our clients are highly sought after, their time and energy are at a premium — we understand what lights them up,
what drains them and what qualities they look for in a speaking opportunity — whether it is in terms of number of
appearances per month or year, speaking fee, location, audience profile, reputation of the host, the amount of advance
preparation required, time needed on-site, etc. Our clients would not categorize themselves as ‘professional speakers’ —
even if they do a lot of speaking. They define themselves as something else first… a writer, a rock star, an athlete, an
actor, an engineer, a serial entrepreneur…but their common thread is that they want to be remembered for more than
their accomplishments. They are more than the sum of their books, or music, their sports feats, or acting roles, inventions
or businesses. They want to be measured by their positive and lasting IMPACT on society. Speaking is therefore an
important part of their personal brand and legacy. They need a team that understands them as a three-dimensional
human being — and protects and values their time and energy.
We are excellent negotiators, speaking-industry savvy, well-connected to all speaker bureaus and agencies worldwide,
and wise to the typical tricks pulled on unsuspecting individuals who aren’t deeply familiar with the speaking business. We
modify the style of our services based on each client’s preferences. We believe “one size fits one” — not “one size fits all.”
If a client is a ‘keep it simple’-type, we boil everything down to the essentials. If they love the details, we offer a level of
granularity that ensures every question is answered.
What sets us apart? Our internal mantra is to do our work in a way that demonstrates that we are: calm, capable and kind
… and the most important of all of those is ‘kind.’ We are the public ‘face’ of our clients in many cases – so the extra time
we take to ensure every inquiry is responded to in a manner that demonstrates the qualities above is a major competitive
advantage.
I am most proud of the long-term partnerships we’ve built with our clients –and we operate on a ‘mutual happiness’ basis:
As long as our client and New Leaf are happy with the work we do together, we keep going. If either party is unhappy, we
talk. If it cannot be resolved, we part as friends.
How do you think the industry will change over the next decade?
I see more and more high profile individuals doing speaking as an important adjunct to their personal brand AND a move
toward self-representation vs exclusive bureau or speaker agency relationships. Therefore, I see the line of work I’m in
growing and expanding as more and more people choose to represent themselves in a manner more consistently aligned
with their personal brand and values.
People demand transparency, flexibility and autonomy and the old model of representation which originated in the
1960’s doesn’t support those goals. Speaker management firms evolved in the early 2000’s when the internet made it
much easier for individuals to reach out to ‘famous’ people via email and social media. We provide full loyalty to our
speaker clients vs. trying to straddle our loyalty between the event hosts AND speakers.

I see social media as a continued vital way to build a devoted tribe of followers who can purchase books, music, attend
events, subscribe to recurring purchases, influence policy changes, and grow along with the speakers. Self-publishing will
continue to rise and garner more credibility. Experiential events custom tailored to specific audiences will continue to grow
and thrive. Mega conferences with dozens of tracks and hundreds of speakers will diminish. Virtual speaking will become
more normalized as tech improves.
Pricing:
 Management fees are typically 15-25% of speech fees – although retainer based or flat fee services do exist.
 New Leaf clients typically have speaker fees of between $40k-250k per appearance and we offer management
services by invitation only.
 You should consider professional management if you have strong inbound demand for speaking (10-15 paid
speaking invitations per month) and an established average fee of $15k per speech.
Contact Info:
 Address: Mail drop:
3 Bessom Street, #123
Marblehead, MA 01945 USA
 Website: www.newleafspeakers.com
 Phone: (781) 797-0440
 Email: info@newleafspeakers.com
 Instagram: @newleafspeakermanagement
 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/newleafspeakermanagement/
 Twitter: @newleafspeakers
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